
Sylfia - around NZ voyage part two.  

We had been watching the weather a while ahead to make the crossing from 
Stewart island across the renown treacherous Foveux strait and up the east 
coast, preferably all the way to Christchurch. There would be another crew 
change- now five of us on board, Sylvan and I, Manu, Nici (Emilis mum) and 
Pauline (Manu's friend). Knowing that we had less than a week to get up the 
coast we made the most of the only weather window that looked somewhat 
suitable. The weather charts showed a strong SW flow of about 30-40 knots, 
which was definitely on the windy side but knowing that with our course the 
wind would be from behind which would mean we would be sailing with the 
swell and wind.  

The adventures started very early the day we had set to leave. At 5 o'clock the 
morning the wind changed and picked up. Our nicely tucked away anchorage 
behind a little island in golden bay, Stewart island was  now very exposed as 
the wind whipped around. A strong gust hit and woke me up, I could sense 
something wasn't right and looked through the stern porthole, there was 
enough moonlight to see that we were now sitting sideways to the wind and 
the rocks were only about 10 meters away!! ekkk! i chucked what ever 
clothing i could lay my hands on in the dark and raced up the stairs, started 
the engine and slammed her into gear, Sylvan sleeping up forward  had heard 
the anchor pop off the bottom and was on his way up too just in time. Manu 
the bravest of the lot stood on the foredeck in the freezing cold wind to lift the 
anchor.  

In Foveaux strait the effect of the strong currents and winds made for steep 
confused waves, along with a good 35kt breeze it made for good speeds with 
only a third of our sails out. Averaging 8.5 knots and regularly speeding up to 
10knots. Although it felt  like being in a washing machine Sylfia was handling 
well, a few gusts of wind hit us good, climbing at times to 45kts of wind. 
Feeling uncomfortable with our increasing speed and large swell that we had 
started to occasionally surf down, the waves  breaking at the peaks leaving a 
trail  of white wash, this was due to the shallow shoals and currents in the 
strait. We kept reducing sail to suit the conditions but Sylfia was loving the 
high speeds,  feeling nervous and bit on edge, the responsibility weighing on 
me, knowing that there is not much room for error in these situations. Keen to 
get across the strait quickly and hopefully into less confused swell with more 
settled conditions as we go up the coast.  
As we got the southern point of the south island, we gibed away to give our 
selves a bit of space off the land, making for more comfortable sailing  and 
settling into the rhythm, Sylvan and i went down stairs to take some rest 
before the night and left Manu on the helm. 

I awoke to feel Sylfia picking up speed quickly, then all of a sudden i was 
violently flung out of bed and over to the other side of the cabin as we heeled 
right over. I could hear crashing all around me- scrambling over the drawers as 
they flew loose from the chest and holding on practically crawling up the stairs 



as i got flung around with the rest of the gear. Rushing to get out the entrance 
onto deck, not really thinking twice as i had to climb over the fridge which had 
come out from its encasement and flung itself upside down and blocking the 
passage way. Adrenaline pumping I just knew i had to get on deck as quick as 
possible to reduce sail for Manu to  gain back some control of the ship.  As i 
yelled out for Sylvan to come help he came up also scrambling up the stairs, 
just as startled in his boxer attire. We were still heeling over like crazy as we 
rushed to the mainsheet, giving slack on the sheet and grinding the fuller 
winch as fast as possible.  
At this stage it started hailing, hailing massive ice drops, and there we were 
definitely not dressed for the occasion! Sylvan and i looked at each other 
freezing and soaking wet, we couldn't help but laugh at the madness of it all! 
Looking across the waves the wind was so strong it was flattening the peaks 
and the hail creating large droplets in the water, it almost even looked calm! 
reducing the sails right down to a tiny rag Manu had more control riding the 
waves now although were still peaking frequently at 10kts! Going back indoors 
the crews faces white, scrambling around to recover anything worth saving off 
the floor. We stood for a moment to take in the chaos, stuff was rolling around 
every where! The bread bin that usually never leaves its place on the bench 
was chucked over to the other side of the cabin and smashed to pieces, Food, 
tea, rock collection, sunscreen, toilet cleaner, computers and all the fridge 
contents mixed together into a nice soup on the floor. Never had we 
experienced  such destruction on board! Thats what a 55 knot squall with five 
meter waves will do! This is definitely not what the weather forecast had 
advertised for at all! If we would have known we would have stayed in shelter!  



The next few squalls that hit were just as strong but we were vigilant and more 
prepared this time with the sails reduced right down to just a tiny little piece of 
cloth, the right clothing was worn and everything had already found its resting 
place on the floor! 

Thank goodness the weather forecast did as it had promised now,  the squalls 
stopped and the winds started to die down as night fell. Pheww what a relief 
we didn't have to have an extreme night sail too! It  actually smoothed off 
quite quickly, and was quite pleasant sailing with the light of the full moon. By 
the time I came on watch at 6am the anxiety of the last wild experiences had 
faded as the moon set over the mainland and the sun rose over the ocean, 
displaying a magic array of colours, marking easter Sunday. We even had an 
unplanned easter egg hunt which thanks to the wild rolling around had 
scattered the easter eggs through the cabin, I think we will still  be finding 
them for a while to come!   

 



Listening to the local weather forecast we made connection over the VHF with 
Milsie the Oamaru harbour master who warmly welcomed us into the harbour, 
the winds were due to come head on after midday so we took the opportunity 
to go into shelter and wait for the wind to become favourable in a couple of 
days, we had made it more than half way to Christchurch. A new record for 
Sylfia covering more than 200miles in 24 hours.. Must of been all that 
downwind surfing!  

The harbour entrance into Oamaru is very narrow with a sand bar taking up 
most of the passage, to Sylvan’s disappointment the swell was not from the 
right direction to see the bar on the entrance breaking, but I was quite relived 
as was still recovering from yesterday's adventures! Quickly checking the swell 
maps to see that we wouldn't get stuck in the harbour as it is known that 
sometimes the fishing boats can't get out to sea for months at a time due to 
the break. We waited for the tide to rise  then followed in closely a local fishing 
boat that guided us very close to the breakwater then swinging a hard turn to 
get in safely, you certainly had to have the local knowledge. Once in we were 
shown where to anchor we were offered  some fresh cod fillets, in return we 
gave some easter eggs, all we had been catching recently was dirty old 
barracuda! 

Oamaru was quite intrigued by the  new large vessel in town, catching snippets 
of peoples conversations.. ' have you seen the new pirate ship in the 
harbour?..'  People contacting us to have a beer or  to even give our story to 
the local news paper.. We figured not many yachts stop here!  We enjoyed 
biking around, discovering the home of Steam punk, the quaint historic 
quarters, opp shops and the hikes around, Sylvan and Manu even got their 
sneaky surf in- biking their boards over to the other side of the headland. 



After two days rest in Oamaru the wind changed in our favour and we set sail 
early in the morning towards banks peninsula, the wind took a while to settle 
but once it did we were sailing nicely averaging 6-7kts with a 15kt breeze off 
the bow. After finally catching a decent feed of tuna on the lure a group of sea 
birds followed us closely, among them a stunning giant royal albatross circling 
us showing its beauty, all waiting for their share of the fish! 

As the sun was about to set the wind did a full 180 degree shift as predicted, 
although it was unexpected for it to build as quick,  blowing 35kts from the 
stern quarter and averaging 9kts under sail again..  I could feel my nerves 
start to rev up as Memories on the last wild experience were lingering.., Nici 
was trooping along cooking up a storm In the galley sliding around while 
holding on to the fish pie in one hand and crumble in the other, she asked "is it 
going to be like the other day??" 
It took some convincing with Sylvan that going so fast wasn't necessary and 
would be nice to reduce sail to  be more comfortable in the galley, steering and 
sleeping. We were already more than half way to Akaroa and at these speeds 
we would arrive in the early hours of the morning. At 2am made entrance with 
the light of the moon and the leading navigational lights into banks peninsula, 
the majestic cliffs looming above us on either side of what was  once a large 
 volcano and Akaroa the crater.  

With only a few hours sleep we awoke early, bargains were to be had and we 
only had a small time frame before the next good winds to head north. Manu 
had been busy when ever reception allowed researching and purchasing 
windows online for our new house build on Great barrier Island, we thought we 
would take the opportunity while we had the boat here to take a load of cargo 
to the island in preparation to build next summer.  
Mum had driven over from Greymouth where she is now living to meet us so 
we took the opportunity to use her car and drive to Christchurch to pick up 



 and look for treasures in the demolition yards, since the earth quakes 
Christchurch has quite a collection of demolition materials. We spent hours 
doing the rounds ending up with some beautiful lead light feature windows and 
other bargains filled the boot and the larger strapped to the roof laid out on car 
tyres. Ready  to make the long journey home via road, ocean  and then up the 
Arohanui track into the bush to our chosen site, happy with our finds and 
looking forward to eventually seeing them set up in our house and a great 
story they hold. 

Sylfia sailed off the next day with Sylvan and Manu also joined by a couple of 
Frenchies bound for wellington. I took the opportunity to do a little road trip 
with mum and check out the new stunning new region she lives in! I would 
then meet up with Sylfia in Great barrier a couple weeks later.  
  


